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Nicki the Magician is going to do something that magicians should never do. She is going to reveal her magic secrets.
Let’s look at her first trick.
Look at these ordinary marbles. Each one is in its own corner.
Ta-da! Look at how these marbles stick together as they hang!

Now for the secret . . . these marbles are actually magnets. Attracting forces pull the marbles toward each other.
Every magnet has two poles—north and south. The north and south poles of the magnets pull together to make this trick work.
Look at these ordinary rings stacked on top of one another. Nothing magical here.
Ta-da! Look at how these rings float.

Is the stand magic? No.

Now for the secret . . . these rings are actually ring magnets. Opposing forces push the rings away from one another.
The poles of the magnets make this trick work. Two north poles push away from each other.

Two south poles do the same thing.
If you want to stack them again, put one north pole and one south pole together.
Look at these ordinary horseshoes. Notice that one side has an orange dot, and the other side has a blue dot. Nothing magical here.
Ta-da! When we match the sides with the blue dots, the horseshoes push away from each other.

Now for the secret . . . these horseshoes are actually horseshoe magnets. Opposing forces push the horseshoes away from each other.
Look at these same horseshoes. Do these look familiar? Nothing magical here.
Ta-da! When we match a blue dot with an orange dot, the horseshoes stick together.

Now for the secret . . . remember, these are actually horseshoe magnets. Attracting forces pull the horseshoes toward each other.
So now you know! Magnets may appear to be magical, but it is really about pulling and pushing forces.

The next time you see these tricks, you will know the real secret behind the magic.

Thanks, Nicki!